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1, INTRODUCTION 
Consider the first order partial differential operator 
where the coefficients q(x, t) j = 0, l,..., n are assumed to be analytic on an 
open set U in Rn+l. Let S denote the hypersurface t = 0 in R@+l and let U+ 
denote the set {(x, t) E U : t > 01. Then a classical theorem, originally due 
to Halmgren, states that if u is any distribution in U satisfying Lu = 0 in U 
and having its support in U+, then u must vanish on some open neighborhood 
of s. 
It is easy to see (cf. [l]) that it represents no loss of generality to suppose 77 
is a neighborhood of the origin in RR”” and that, in fact, U is of the form 
U = Co x B,, 
where 
0 = neighborhood of the origin in Rn 
B,.=(t~R~:]tI-cr) Y > 0. 
Moreover, we may also suppose (again without loss of generality) that ZA(X, t) 
is a distribution in t with values in the space of distributions in x having 
compact support in 0. We shall denote this by writing u EB’(~,‘(S)). To 
further indicate that u has support in the half space t 2 0 we shall write 
u E ‘9+‘(&3E’( 0)). 
We seek then to prove a theorem analogous to the IElmgren theorem in 
which the operator L is replaced by a pseudo-differential operator. 
More specifically, let 6 > 0 be chosen so that 
0 C Cd = (x E Rn: 1 xi 1 < (&r/Z) j = l,..., n> WI 
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and suppose that 6(x, t, 0 denotes a function which is infinitely differentiable 
with respect to each of its arguments on the open set .4 x B, x (R*/{O}). 
Suppose further that for d > 1, real number, we have 
Vc > 0 VK C C d there is a C > 0 such that for any p, q (multi-integers) 
1 asQ$b(X, t, ()I < c E Ip*,-talp! qf 1 5 /l/+l@, (1.2) 
forall(x,t)EK~B,andj(Ei>l. 
The usual multi-integer notation convention is assumed for 8%~ aeq, p!, q!. 
Now let ZI(X, t) denote a distribution in t with values in the space Corn(B) 
and define 
where & = (lj27~)” d[ and 8($, t> denotes the Fourier transform of V(X, f) in 
the x-variables. Then 6(x, t, 8,) is a ps.d.op. in the x-variables and b(x, t, fl 
is said to be its symbol. It is well known that b(x, t, a,) maps 9’(CsW(0)) 
linearly and continuously into ~‘{Cm(~~) and that, moreover, 6(x, t; 3,) can 
be extended as a linear continuous mapping of .B’(&“(&))) into 9(9(@)). 
We can now state the analogue of the Hijlmgren theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that, b(x, t, 8,) is de$ned by (1.3) with symbol 
b(x, t, G$) sat~fyi~ (1.2). Suppose &so that u E 9+‘{&%‘( 0)) s~t~~es 
a&(x, t) + b(x, t, a,) u(x, t) = 0 
in U = 6 x B, . Then u v~~shes ident~~~~ in some open set U’ C U. 
The plan of the proof will be as follows. We wish to apply the so-culled 
Ovcy~~~~kov theo~~m wh~h says (r~gh~~ that the ~obl~ 
(d~(t}~dt) + Au = 0 
u(O) = %I I 
where A denotes a lineur mapping act&g in a sequence of Banach spaces (called a 
scale of Banuch spaces) has, under up~~~~~te hypotheses, a zlnique sol&ion 
u(t) which is a c1 function oft val@ed in the scale Of Bunach spaces. In order to 
be able to do this we must $rst of all, globalize the problem in the tangential 
v~~~b~es (~-vesicles) so that the space gm’(0) tag be ~bed~d in arz ~p~op~‘ute 
scale of Banach spaces. The globalization, of course, induces a transformation 
on the operator b(x, E, a,), and we must show that this transformed operator 
(which will event&@ phzy the role of the l&e&r mapping A mentioned 
previously) acts in a suitable way in the scale of ~~nu~h.spa~es. 
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It will then be a simple matter to invoke the previously mentioned Ovcyan- 
nikov theorem to establish Theorem 1.1. We remark that the hypothesis 
(1.2) is rather unsatisfactory insofar as it bears on the degree of homogeneity 
of the function b(x, t, 5) with respect to the variable E. Ideally we should like 
to have b(x, t, E) be homogeneous of degree one in 6 in order that the theorem 
have a reasonably wide range of application (the square root of the Laplacian, 
Nz, for example, is precluded from consideration under the present hypo- 
thesis). More will be said about this at the conclusion. 
2. GLOBALIZATION IN THE TANGENTIAL DIRECTION 
We map A into Rn via the diffeomorphism 
yi = tan(X#) j = l,..., n, 
and define 
B(y) = 6 tan-‘(y). (24 
Then 
xi = @(Yd j = l,..., n. 
The diffeomorphism induces a mapping of 4$‘(Q) into &,l(o*), where 
O* denotes the image under di-1 of 0. Clearly, if u E b,‘(B) then 
u* = u 0 CD E a,‘(@*). 
Of course the diffeomorphism (2.1) induces a transformation on the operator 
b(x, t, a,). More precisely, for u E 9+‘(&~(0)) we can write, 
b(x, t, a,) a(x, t) = f eizcb(x, t, f) d(f) 46 
= SI ei(z-w)eb(x, t, 6) u(w, t) &u Cf. 
Let x = Q(y), w = @(.z) so that we have 
W(Y)> t, a,> fJYY, 4 = j j eic~(Y)-o(z))eb(~(y), t, e) ZI*(Z, t) J & 46, 
where J denotes the Jacobian of the transformation w net x. We can write 
and then 
Q(Y) - %4 = WY, 4(Y - 4, 
if we define 
P(Y) - @@>kf = (Y - 4% 
N(y, x) = j’@‘(ty + (1 - t)x) dt 
0 
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In general, H(y, z) is an 7t X n matrix, nonsingular near z. 
Our expression for bu* has now become 
W(y)> t, 4,) u*(Y, 0 = lj- ei(~-z)~b(@(y), t, tH-%) u*(x, t) JtH-1 dx dq. 
In simpler notation, 
b*(y, t> %) u*(Y> t) = ]j ei(~-z)~b*(y, t, x, 7) a*(~, t) dx dq (2.3) 
where 
b*b, 6 2, d = W(y)> t> 4~9 4~UlW-1(~, 41 (2.4) 
%Y, 4 = W-YY, 41. (2.5) 
It is well known from the theory of pseudo-differential operators that the 
operator b*(y, t, a,) is, in fact, a pseudo-differential operator with respect to 
the variables y. Moreover, this operator has as its symbol, the function 
b*(y, t, 4 given by [31 
b,*(y, t, 7) = b,*(y, t, 7) + lower order terms, 
where 
and 
bol*(y, 6 4 = %V’(Y, 4 4WW t, K(Y, 4?;l>l>z=u 2 
P(Y, 4 = L~~W-‘(Y, 41. 
(2.6) 
It is easily verified that if b(x, t, 6) satisfies (1.2) then for each 01 we have 
for each E > 0 and each KC C Rn there is a c > 0 such that for any 
positive multi-integer p, 
1 a,pb,*(y, t, ?)I < c&+~l(p + a)! 17 Iljd--l~l, 
for all (y, t) E K x B, , I q I > 1. 
(2.7) 
3. THE SCALE OF BANACH SPACES 
Let {X,} denote a l-parameter family of Banach spaces where the parameter 
s is allowed to vary in the interval 0 < s < 1. Suppose that for s’ < s we have 
X, contained as a linear subspace in X,r and that moreover, the injection is 
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continuous and has norm <l. Then (X,) will be called a scaZe of Banach 
spaces. It is now our aim to embed G?‘~‘(@*) in an appropriate scale. 
We begin by considering those functions on I?” which are infinitely differ- 
entiable, decrease rapidly at infinity and can be extended to C” as entire 
functions of exponential type. (Note that the Fourier transforms of such 
functions must have compact support.) Treves has denoted this class by 




g(!c) = f  I & Pd, [ER”, (3.2) 
j-1 
r(s) = bs + a(1 - s), O<acb<+co, o<ss1. (3.3) 
We let K,g denote the completion of S n exp in this norm. Then for each s, 
0 < s < 1, K,g is a Banach space and it is not difficult to show that the family 
(KS”> 0 < s < 1, in fact, forms a scale of Banach spaces. For a more complete 
discussion of these spaces see [l , 21. 
We note further that for each s, 0 < s .< 1, Keg can be canonically 
identified with the dual of K,g. Moreover, for each s, s’, 0 < s’ < s & 1, the 
injection K,g G Kj’, has a dense image which implies the transpose Kpg C,I Keg 
is injective. The result is that the family of duals {KG~) c~ = 1 - s, 0 < s < 1, 
is a Banach scale which mirrors the original scale. We shall denote the scale 
ofdualsby(XJO<:o<l. 
We observe that we have now the following inclusions, 
KS@ G Cm(Rn) G Cm( O*) 
K;o 3 &(Rn) 3 d’(O*) 
(G denotes continuous injection) 
which means that S’(&J*) is embeded in every one of the X, . More specifically 
we have 
%v;(o*)> G ~+‘GKJ O,(O<l. 
It must now be shown that the mapping b*(y, t, a,) acts on the scale (X,> in 
such a way that we shall be able to apply the Ovcyannikov theorem. 
4. THE ACTION OF b*(y, t, a,) ON (X,) 
We begin by noting that b*(y, t, 8,) maps C,“(O*) linearly and contin- 
uously into P(O*) and can be extended as a linear continuous mapping 04 
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&,‘(O*) into Bi(O*) (cf. [5]). Th en it can make no difference to the action 
of this extended mapping if we multiply b*(y, t, a,) (or more precisely, it’s 
symbol b*(y, t, 7)) by a C” cut-off function x(y) which is identically 1 on a 
neighborhood of 9* and vanishes in the complement of a compact set. We 
shall require additionally, that x be a member of the dth Gevrey class (where 
d > 1 is the same as that mentioned in (1.2)). The existence of such “Gevrey” 
cut-off functions is well known (cf. [4]). 
We now prove, using previously defined quantities r(o), g(B), 6,*. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x E Y,,~(R%), d > 1. Then for each E > 0 and each M > 0, 
there exists a constant CM > 0 such that for every 01 2 0 we have 
(4.2) 
where b,*(y, t, q) is given by (2.6), g(8) by (3.2) and Y(U) = ~(1 - S) !YJJ (3.3) 
Proof. It will suffice to consider n = 1. We write first 
and 
for suitable constant AM and 1 0 ) large. Then if we denote by Q the left side 
of (4.2) we have 
Now for any positive integer, p 
I &C%4 t, 7))1 G jsuppx I a,~(~h*(~, 4 d)i 4~ 
d W4 meas(vp x> ssuup;x I ~,Tx&*(Y, 4 d>l. 
We can apply Leibniz rule and make use of the fact that x E yO”(R”) and b,* 
satisfies (2.7) to conclude that choosing K = supp X, we have, for any E > 0, 
a constant C, > 0 such that 
1 a,“(xb,*(y, t, q)l < C,&+qp + a)! p!d-1 1 Tj p-al. 
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Then, replacing factorials by r-function representations, 
1 w+(“~“)$&3, t, ?)I 
< l/&r meas(supp 0) C~~~+{k/a)~~ 
* rp!f + (k/d) -+ p-1 q&f + (k,/d) + a: f 1-J 1 y p---a, 
fork = 0, l,.... Then, applying Stirling’s formula, 
u/w Jvf -I- (~~~) i- a! + 13 rpl4 + (~~~~ -j- lj&1 
< 2%!(2ea(M -/- l)a)M 2*kMb, 
which leads to the result 
Q < Cl(2eed(M + l)d)M X,(26)” m! ] 7j jlld-* ‘m & (2.&Q)” kMd, 
where C, = (l/2 P ) meas(supp x) C, . For E < (44Jwd the series in k converges, 
and we have 
where 
CM = Cl(2~ea(~ + IjdjM AM 2 kMa2--k. 
k&i 
This proves the lemma. Note, if b < 1, choose E < min[(4&)-8, (l/4)]. We can 
now prove the proposition which is crucial to this approach. 
For ET’ < o, we have then 
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~(a’) = au’ + b(1 - 0’). Choosing M, large and positive then 
II xk*(Y, t, &/)@ll/ d J e-r(o’)[g(c)-g(y + I 6 - 7 Iy I& - 17, 4 rl)l 
x (1 + 1 5 - 7] I)-” e-r(O’)g’“) I zi(?;l)l &7j d& 
We note that g(f) is subadditive and apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain, for 
E < min[(4b)-&, (l/4)], 
where we have applied Holder’s inequality to the convolution. Finally 
II Xh”(Y, t> 4/b II/ 
G CA4 IIU + I 6J I)-” Ilr, (26)” 4 
x s ll;ll -e- 
lid 01 [r(o’)-T(o)Jg(n)e-T(0)go I el)l44 
< CM IIU + I 0 I)-” IlLI cw a! fJ$PCI 7 I lld-~e-(r(o’)-o(o))g(~)] . 11 * Ilo . 
It is not difficult to show 
sup[I 7 Ilid-are-(r(o’)-r(o))g(fl)] < (Co/~ - J), 
B 
where CO does not depend on 01. Then we have 
where 
II Xk”(Y, t, 4&d < (G/u - a’)(2$4 
G = GCMIU + I 0 I)-%, l Q.E.D. 
We recall now that 
b”(Y, 4 a,) = c +pct*(Y> 4 4/>. 
Cl>0 
Then 
X(Y) b*(Y, 6 a?/> = c 
a>0 
; X(Y) k*(Y, t, %h 
and 
II X(Y) b”(Y, 4 %!>ll,,,~ < c -$ II X(Y) h*(Y, t, %>ll,& , 
a>0 
for 0 < (r’ < u < 1. Proposition 4.1 then implies 
since E < minplb)-d, l/4]. w e h ave, therefore, proved the following propo- 
sition. 
We begin by stating the version of the Ovcyannikov theorem we intend 
to use. 
Tmomm 5.1. Szbppase that jar all 0, CT', 0 < ~3' <u < 1, A(t) is a C" 
Austin af t, 1 t / < r valued in the Eanach @ace L(X, , X=*) of botmded Iimwr 
mappings of X, into X0* . Suppose also that for same const~t C > 0, A(t) hm 
aperator norm S$ C(u - CF’)-~, and let f (t) be any X, valued distrib2ction in the 
open set B, v~n~~ing jar t < 0, Then jar evety r’, 0 < r’ < r and every 0, 
0 < CT < 1, therm is at most o%e d~s~ib~t~on u, d~ned~~ 1 t 1 < rf v~~e~i~ Xv , 
v~~s~i~~or t < 0 and s~tis~yin~~or 1 t 1 < r’ 
a,t4 + A(+ ==j. t54 
This is the uniqueness part of Theorem 10.1 in [If- We shall take as our 
scale the spaces X, defined in Section 3. Then ac*fy, t) can be thought of as 
a distribution in t, vanishiig for d < 0, having values in ~?~‘(o)*) and hence 
in every one of the X0* 0 < CF < 1. We shall take thefof(5.1) ta be identi~~~~~r 
zero and for A(t), we take the function 
Proposition 4.2 implies that A(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem (5.1) 
and, hence, u*(y, t) must vanish for all t, 1 t j < r’, 0 c r’ < P. This in turn 
implies that u(dc, t) vanishes in U’ an open subset of U, compking the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
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As mentioned previously, it would be desirable to be able to prove this result 
in the case d = 1. This, of course, would require some modification of the 
technique employed to prove Lemma 4.1. At the present time the author does 
not know whether such a modification is possible. 
In fact, there is some reason to suspect that the theorem is not, in general, 
true in the case d = 1. For example, the fact that we are hypothesizing 
analytic dependence on the space variables x for the pseudo-differential 
operator b(x, t, a,) suggests that perhaps we can associate b(x, t, a,) in a 
unique way with a hyperdifferential operator b(z, t, a,), (cf. [l] for a definition 
and properties of these operators). After all, the hyperdifferential operators 
are the compex analogues of the pseudo-differential operators and this would 
then make possible a rather easy proof of the theorem we wish to prove. 
However, it appears that the only case in which there exists a natural way 
of associating a hyperdifferential operator to a given pseudo-differential 
operator is in the degenerate case where the symbol of b(x, t, a,) is a poly- 
nomial in [, i.e., when b(x, t, a,) is actually a classical partial differential 
operator. The theorem is certainly true in this case, it is just the classical 
Hijlmgren theorem, but this suggests the possibility that when the symbol of 
the pseudo-differential operator is not a polynomial, then in order for there 
to be uniqueness in the Cauchy problem, the degree of homogeneity must 
be <l. It is hoped that this question can be settled in a later paper. 
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